
90

of B2B sales professionals
believe that it’s important for
sales and customer success
to work together in order to
grow company revenue.
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Want to learn more about how to
connect sales with customer data to
reduce churn and increase the lifetime
value of your customers?


Visit us at pretaa.com to learn more.

pretaa.com
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Sales reps know their best new customers are often the ones they already have. 

And so the key to a company’s revenue growth depends on a happy customer 

base. As Reps responsibilities expand to include more post-sale activities, reps 

know it’s critical to get in sync with their own customers for success.

Sales are increasingly being drawn into customer retention and growth activities, yet their 

tools and tech haven’t evolved to provide the types of customer information they need to 

succeed. Generally once a deal is won—even though the sales reps’ engagement with the 

customer hasn’t ended—their access to future account information has.

It’s the dreaded phrase that no rep wants to hear. When sales reps 

don’t have the information and answers they need it’s not only 

embarrassing for them, it’s a bad look for your company, and ultimately 

ends up hurting long-term customer relationships. 

How can B2B organizations get sales and customer success in sync to 

grow company revenue? The answer lies in providing better access to 

internal customer data. Companies need to focus on new solutions that 

bridge the gap between sales and customer success systems so reps 

can easily access all the account information they need to not only close 

more deals but increase the lifetime value of every customer. 

Not Prepared/
Caught Off-Guard

in Meetings

Angry Calls from 
Customers


Missed Up-sell/
Cross-Sell 

Opportunities

Yet despite the positive projections, 
there’s still a massive disconnect 

between sales and customer success…


Sales reps are getting a 
bad deal with customer data.


“Do you guys talk internally?!”


7 Must-Have Pieces of Customer 
Data for B2B Sales Success


of B2B sales professionals believe 
that their company’s churn rate is 
due to a disconnect between sales 
and customer success

The Missing Key to Revenue 
Growth: Connecting Sales 
and Customer Success

Source: Salesforce

Despite 85% of salespeople reporting that data 
insights make their efforts more effective, 

.only 46% have access to sufficient data

85
of B2B sales professionals report
losing at least one of their customers 
because of a lack of account insights 

and it’s causing major churn.
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Champlin-Douglas is now below 
average product use

Over half of B2B sales professionals 

believe that they could

if sales and customer success 

worked better together

  

increase their sales by over 75%  

1/2

and...

83
believe that their overall win 

rate would increase
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